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0 - the fill in

welcome to the lunar village in the naruto world. we wear the crescent moon on our head bands. we are
a out own little village we co-exist with the hidden star village. we are currently low on lunar shinobi so i
will be excepting some entries. we would like u to join.
fill out the fallowing only execpting genin and chunin and 5 joinin

name
age
hight
rank
weight
gender
dob
crush (but kakashi)
family
hobbies
dreams
hates
likes
team leader will be assigned by me Chrys Heart
team members the same.



1 - bio

hello there and welcome to Lunar saga these will be in till further notice.
name Chrysanthemum Lunar
age 20
height 5'9
weight 136
clan and family: Lunar sister DT
ability and clan traits: to steal other blood line traits
sepical weapons:the moon staff. crest blade, moon rod
summinings: Artic a fox and Fang a wolf
village Lunar
crush kakashi
clan jutsu: moon light illusion, new moon strike, lunar crest dance (involves fans) moon light
transformation,and the twin lunar crest dance.
past: for now unknown

the same for her twin sister

please join im out of names and people T T
okay we got one
-----------------------------------------
name Graham

age 18

hight 6'5

rank Chuunin

weight 250 lbs

gender Male

dob Feb. 8, 1991

crush: Hannah

family None

hobbies Fighting

dreams To become the Strongest Fighter



hates The crying of children, my enemies

likes Fighting, Making friends

team ???
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